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The locomotion of soft snake robots is dependent on frictional interactions with the
environment. Frictional anisotropy is a morphological characteristic of snakeskin that
allows snakes to engage selectively with surfaces and generate propulsive forces. The
prototypical slithering gait of most snakes is lateral undulation, which requires a signiﬁcant
lateral resistance that is lacking in artiﬁcial skins of existing soft snake robots. We designed
a set of kirigami lattices with curvilinearly-arranged cuts to take advantage of in-plane
rotations of the 3D structures when wrapped around a soft bending actuator. By changing
the initial orientation of the scales, the kirigami skin produces high lateral friction upon
engagement with surface asperities, with lateral to cranial anisotropic friction ratios above
4. The proposed design increased the overall velocity of the soft snake robot more than
ﬁvefold compared to robots without skin.
Keywords: soft robotics, kirigami, bioinspiration, biorobotics, mechanical design, mechanical metamaterials,
locomotion

1 INTRODUCTION
Soft robots and limbless animals must break symmetry to achieve locomotion—through
changing the shapes of their bodies and through the interaction of their skin with
environments. Soft robots are particularly well suited for massive shape changes, but these
changes result in large material deformations that make the attachment of skins challenging.
Looking for existence proofs in nature to address this gap, we ﬁnd snakes combine a malleable
body coupled with specialized skins. Among snakes, lateral undulation is a typical gait strategy to
leverage the combined beneﬁts of their body and skin. As a result, snakes exist in nearly all
ecological niches, from aquatic, terrestrial, to arboreal. To achieve undulatory locomotion,
snakes propagate a body wave from head to tail (Gans, 1962) and their scales engage with
asperities in the environmental surfaces resulting in necessary frictional anisotropy (Hu et al.,
2009). Thus, any synthetic skin applied to snake-like robots must replicate the same ratio of
lateral to longitudinal friction while permitting the body to slither.
Snakes primarily rely on undulatory locomotion to navigate through complex terrains. Rigid
snake robots performing lateral undulation have been widely developed, but since they often use
wheels to generate lateral forces (Hirose, 1993; Crespi and Jan Ijspeert, 2006), they lack the
compliance of biological snakes. Soft snake robots performing lateral undulation have been
developed to increase the deformability of the robot through the incorporation of soft materials
(Onal and Rus, 2013; Branyan et al., 2017). There is biological evidence that lateral reaction forces are
necessary for generating propulsive forces during undulatory locomotion (Hu et al., 2009) with
measured lateral to longitudinal friction anisotropy values that can reach up to about 2:1 (Gray and
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Lissmann, 1950; Berthe et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2009; Benz et al.,
2012; Marvi and Hu, 2012; Abdel-Aal, 2013).
Current snake-inspired robots fail to accurately mimic the
locomotion of biological snakes because they neglect the role of
frictional interactions in the robot skin design. To enhance the
performance of soft slithering robots, we should carefully
engineer the friction behavior of the skin of soft robots and
synchronize it with the body deformation.
In recent years, inspired by the Japanese art of paper cutting,
engineers adopted kirigami to create ﬂexible metasurfaces by
perforating an array of cuts into thin elastic sheets to achieve a
wide range of mechanically-programmable physical properties
(Blees et al., 2015; Lamoureux et al., 2015; Shyu et al., 2015; Zhang
et al., 2015; Isobe and Okumura, 2016; Rafsanjani et al., 2017; An
et al., 2020; Babaee et al., 2020, 2021; Hong et al., 2022). Stretching
kirigami skins triggers elastic instabilities in thin ligaments and
transforms the smooth surface of the skin into a 3D texture that
has the potential to imbue soft robots with new functionalities
(Rafsanjani et al., 2019a). Kirigami lattices on thin elastic sheets
are ideal for integrating with elastomeric actuators because they
can be designed to deform with the soft actuator. The standard
kirigami lattice that allows for stretching of the thin sheet and
combined with an extending soft actuator has enabled the soft
robots to achieve crawling (Rafsanjani et al., 2018; 2019b), and
burrowing (Liu et al., 2019). Altering the kirigami lattice to
account for bending as well as elongation and combined with
bending soft actuators has enabled soft robots to achieve
undulating locomotion (Branyan et al., 2020). Kirigami
metasurfaces have also been used as soft grippers (Yang et al.,
2021).
The work presented here improves the locomotion of a soft
snake robot by implementing an enhanced kirigami pattern that
increases the lateral-cranial friction ratio on a snake-inspired
skin. Based on results from previous work on a snake-inspired
kirigami skinned soft robot (Branyan et al., 2020), we know that
increasing frictional anisotropy of the soft snake robot increases
the velocity of locomotion. A soft actuator without skin relies on
adhesion between the elastomeric material and the surface, rather
than sliding friction resulting in isotropic reaction forces. We look
to increase the velocity of lateral undulation in this work by
controlling the direction of reaction forces from the scales as the
body deforms through the design of the lattice of arrayed cuts.
The proposed kirigami design follows a curved pattern, that
when wrapped around a soft, ﬁber-reinforced, bending actuator
uses enhanced directional friction to promote slithering of the
robot. Bending is achieved by creating a gradient of hinge widths
in the lattice pattern, which reduces the overall axial stiffness of
the skin when wrapped around an actuator. As the scales rotate
laterally (pointing out from the body to the sides) during bending,
the anisotropic ratio of friction in the caudal-direction (towards
the tail, against the scales) to friction in cranial-direction (towards
the head, with the scales) of the system will decrease as fewer
scales are oriented along the spine. This trade-off is justiﬁed
because of biological evidence that lateral reaction forces are
necessary for the production of lateral undulation (Hu et al., 2009;
Zhang et al., 2021). Biological measurements show a lateralcranial frictional anisotropy ranging from 1 to 1.72 (Gray and
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Lissmann, 1950; Berthe et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2009; Benz et al.,
2012; Marvi and Hu, 2012; Abdel-Aal, 2013). Thus, we
hypothesized that scales approaching the fully lateral
orientation would maximize locomotion efﬁcacy of slithering,
even at the cost of reduced caudal-cranial frictional anisotropy.
To test this prediction, we introduced curved lattices designed to
orient the scales laterally to maximize the lateral reaction force, at
the cost of decreased longitudinal reaction forces. The resulting
locomotion experiments corroborate our hypothesis—the
velocity of slithering soft robots is highest with skins that
maximize lateral-friction.

2 DESIGN
At their simplest, soft pneumatic actuators are composed of a
hyperelastic membrane ﬁlled with pressurized ﬂuid. The addition
of selectively patterned material directs the isotropic expansion of
pressurized gas to do useful anisotropic work. The soft snake
robot combines four of these simple ﬁber-reinforced actuators to
form two bidirectional bending actuators that replicate
undulatory kinematics. In contrast to its anisotropic
kinematics, the isotropic elastomeric skin material
(EcoFlexp00–30) does not produce any directional friction
forces when in contact with the ground. Any locomotion
produced relies on the out-of-phase activation of the two
bidirectional bending actuators, and the adhesion between the
elastomer and the terrain. Achieving both high absolute lateral
friction forces and high caudal-cranial frictional anisotropy
through the implementation of a snake-inspired skin greatly
increases the velocity of the robot when using lateral
undulation. Without a snake-inspired skin, the robot is slow
to move across solid surfaces during lateral undulation, and has
the tendency to drift sideways.
Lateral undulation is characterized by a traveling sinusoidal
wave where an inﬁnitesimal mass element along the sinusoid
body is moving in a lateral direction while the overall body
velocity is forwards. A free body diagram of an inﬁnitesimal mass
element is shown in Figure 1A). The friction force felt by the
mass element is in the opposite direction of the element’s velocity
and includes axial and tangential components with respect to the
body axis of the snake at that mass element. Forward propagation
of the snake is only possible when Ft cos φ > Fa sin φ (Calisti et al.,
2017). The micro-mechanics of the interaction between the skin
and the terrain is outside the scope of this work, so we assume that
the friction force produced by an inﬁnitesimal mass element is in
the direction of a single scale tip on the skin. Similar assumptions
have been made previously to model and measure contact forces
to determine if snakes move their scales to increase friction
(Marvi et al., 2016). A free body diagram of the forces acting
on a scale is shown in Figure 1B). The actual friction force, Factual
is along the scale tip and is separated by an angle θ from the ideal
friction force vector, Fideal as established in Figure 1A). The new
kirigami lattices presented in this work were designed to
minimize θ so that as
θ → 0, Factual → Fideal

2
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Free body diagram of an inﬁnitesimal element of a snake body during lateral undulation (Calisti et al., 2017). (Corn snake pictured (Backwater
Reptiles Blog, 2020)). (B) Free body diagram of a scale on a bending actuator. (C) Lattice patterns for various scale orientation strategies: (i) is a standard kirigami pattern
that stretches longitudinally but does not bend, and was used to let soft actuators crawl (Rafsanjani et al., 2018), (ii) the same standard pattern ideally will not stretch in the
lateral orientation, (iii) the polar lattice proposed in this paper allows for bending but the scale sizes change along the length of the body, and (iv) the curvilinear lattice
proposed in this paper allows for bending and has longitudinally-invariant scales, but is limited to smaller angles of in-plane rotation.

Typical kirigami lattices are arranged in a rectilinear grid
(Figure 1Ci). A rectilinear pattern ensures that the scale tip is
always aligned with the body axis of the actuator during
locomotion, meaning θ = ϕ. Rectilinear lattices still produce
useful friction forces that improve the velocity of the robot
enacting lateral undulation (Branyan et al., 2020), but there is no
tangential component of the friction to optimize interaction
during lateral undulation. Since we want to minimize θ, we need
a strategy to control the orientation of the scale tips on the skin.
The ideal lattice pattern would take the rectilinear pattern and
rotate it by 90° as shown in Figure 1Cii so the scale tips are
pointed laterally to start. However, out-of-plane buckling can
only occur if the hinges are mostly aligned with the direction of
applied strain. If the scales are oriented 90° from the direction of
the applied strain, the hinges cannot buckle, and the scales do
not pop out. By patterning the scale tips along a curve rather
than a straight line the scale tips can have an initial rotated
orientation, that when activated, approaches the ideal friction
vector.
Two lattice structures were developed to alter scale
orientation: a polar lattice (Figure 1Ciii) and a curvilinear
lattice (Figure 1Civ). The polar lattice is deﬁned by polar
coordinates where hinges are located based on an (R, θlattice)
pair. The curvilinear lattice has hinges located along a radius
spaced by parallel columns as they are for the rectilinear lattice. A
third skin was developed using the curvilinear lattice with an
additional circumferential translation of the scale tip to push the
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initial orientation further towards the lateral axis (see
Supplementary Figure S1B). The angle between the ideal
friction force vector and the actual vector, θ can then be
characterized as a function of the bending angle of the
actuator (γ) and the initial scale tip rotation (θ0) which is a
function of the radius of the row (R) and the local circumferential
translation (ζ):
θ  fγ, θ0 (R, ζ )

(2)

A full geometric deﬁnition of the kirigami skins can be found
in the Supplementary Material.
In addition to redeﬁning kirigami skins to allow for ideal
scale orientation, we also needed to ensure the new skins
allowed for bending of the actuators upon inﬂation. A basic
rectilinear lattice with a triangular scale proﬁle does not allow
for bending greater than 10 ° unless a strategy for decreasing
longitudinal stiffness is employed. One simplistic strategy is
to make the hinge width as small as possible and the cut
proﬁle as large as possible. However, practical material
strength constraints limit the implementation of this
strategy: if the hinge width is too small, the lattice will
easily rip upon contact with a surface. Since the skin is
implemented on a robot for practical environmental
interactions, the scales need to have a relatively high
geometric stiffness when engaged with surface asperities to
provide adequate reaction forces to push off against, which
decreases with decreasing hinge width. A gradient of hinge

3
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Stress-strain curves for rectilinear lattice and triangular cut proﬁles at different hinge widths. (B) Axial stress across hinge widths used to select hinge
widths. The inset shows the hinge width gradient across rectilinear lattice introduced to produce bending.

FIGURE 3 | (A) In-plane scale rotation for each skin under bending: (i) rectilinear achieves bending through the non-ideal behavior of the kirigami material that can
strain and twist out-of-plane, (ii) curvilinear lattice with inherent hinge gradient, (iii) curvilinear lattice with additional circumferential translation of scale tip further decrease
θ, (iv) polar lattice where scales actually over-rotate at the largest bend angle. (B) Normalized pressure-bend angle relationship.

widths can be implemented on the rectilinear lattice that has
large hinge widths along the bottom of the actuator to ensure
stiff scales engage with asperities, but decreases
circumferentially to reduce the overall axial stiffness to
achieve bending. The gradient is deﬁned by decreasing the
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hinge width in the ventro-lateral and dorsal sections of the
skin. The curved lattices have an inherent gradient of hinge
sizes as well as changes in scale size and shape ensuring
bending capabilities without any additional design
modiﬁcations. We have designed curved lattices to ensure
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FIGURE 4 | (A) Experimental apparatus for measuring directional friction. Actuator with polar lattice skin on 2x scale length surface. (B) Test surface grid spacing
normalized by scale length. (C) Lateral-cranial friction ratio. (D) caudal-cranial friction ratio.

Figure 2B. Finally, Figure 3B shows the normalized pressurebend angle relationship of the four skins employed. Despite the
gradient of hinge widths allowing for bending, the curved lattices,
which have a more dramatic gradient of hinge widths and varying
scale shape and size, allowed for larger bend angles. The
maximum bend angle achieved by the rectilinear lattice was
30°. The curvilinear lattice with and without the additional
circumferential translation had a maximum bend angle of 50°,
while the polar lattice had a maximum bend angle of 70°. The
polar lattice had the most bending due to the large scale size, as
well as an axial stiffness gradient caused by increasing the scale
size for each additional row of scales. Figure 3A shows the
difference in angles of the lateral (ideal) vector for each skin
type on a scale located in the ventro-lateral section of the skin.

the orientation of scales approach the ideal conﬁguration for
maximizing lateral pushing.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Deformation
The stress-strain characterization, determined using ﬁnite
element analyses, of a rectilinear lattice with triangular scale
proﬁles at different hinge widths is shown in Figure 2A.
Figure 2B shows the stress across hinge widths when strained
at 5% which is about half the maximum strain achieved on the
skins. These analyses were used to select the hinge widths used in
the gradient on the rectilinear lattice shown in the inset of
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FIGURE 5 | (A) Average velocities of skins on varying surfaces. (B) Timelapse of soft snake robot without skin and with curvilinear skin on the 1x surface.

The smaller the angle shown, the more ideal the interaction with
the asperity should be for lateral pushing. The curvilinear lattice
has the smallest angle, which means it should produce the highest
lateral friction. The additional circumferential translation of the
scales on the curvilinear lattice resulted in a 2° reduction in the
angle of scale rotation which should further increase lateral
friction.

that it did not drag along the test surface and did not
contribute to the drag force measured on the Mark-10.
Figure 4A shows the actuator in the cranial orientation.
The actuator was rotated and the apparatus was reﬁt to
measure the caudal and lateral orientations.
3 mm of slack was introduced to the cord at the start of each
trial to improve the consistency of the initial stick-slip interaction.
All friction tests were performed on three surfaces with a
predeﬁned roughness. The surfaces were 3D printed grids
(PLA, MeltInk, printed on a LulzBot Taz 6) with walls 1 mm
thick and 1 mm deep, and different spacing that is normalized by
the scale length of a single kirigami skin scale (4.15 mm). The
scale length was the same for each skin tested and determined by
the row height (H). The three surface’s characteristic spacings
were 0.5x (2.075 mm), 1x (4.15 mm), and 2x (8.3 mm) scale
length (see Figure 4B). As not all skins could enact the same
bend angle, each skin was tested in increments of 10° up to its
maximum bend angle: 30° for rectilinear with gradient, 50° for
curvilinear and curvilinear with the additional circumferential
translation, and 70° for polar. This was done to compare the skins
against one another, as well as to see how the rotation of scales
from bending affected lateral friction.

3.2 Friction
Directional friction tests (cranial, caudal, and lateral) were
performed using a dragging apparatus (see Figure 4A)
attached to a 10N load cell on a universal testing machine
(Mark-10 Corp, NY) with a monoﬁlament nylon cord
(0.25 mm, Beadalon®). Friction force was measured by
recording the reaction force of the nylon cord against the
displacement of the soft actuator wrapped in a kirigami skin as
it was dragged across a rough surface. For each skin type, the
actuator was inﬂated and held at a speciﬁed pressure
corresponding to the desired bend angle. The dragging
apparatus was ﬁt to the shape of the actuator by adjusting
the position of the lead screws and two planes placed at two
extremes of the actuator. The apparatus was positioned such
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FIGURE 6 | Ashby diagram representing caudal-cranial friction ratio versus lateral-cranial friction ratio for the proposed kirigami skins compared to previous
iteration of skin design using microornamentation (Branyan et al., 2020) and biological friction data reported in the literature (Berthe et al., 2009; Benz et al., 2012; AbdelAal, 2013)

The caudal:cranial ratio represents the ratio between the
caudal (backward) and cranial (forward) drag directions and
the lateral-cranial ratio represents the ratio between the
lateral and forward drag directions. Figures 4C,D show the
lateral-cranial and the caudal-cranial friction ratios,
respectively. The friction ratios were calculated using the
average frictional force measured during dragging after the
static friction peak was overcome. We found curvilinear skins
(with and without additional circumferential translation)
produced the highest lateral-cranial friction ratios across all
surfaces. The additional 2 ° of scale rotation achieved by
circumferential translation resulted in an increase in
frictional force compared to the plain curvilinear skins,
especially on the larger asperities.
The polar skin, although having scale rotation approaching
the ideal vector for lateral pushing did not perform well
(friction ratios did not exceed 1.5 on average) on small
grid-spacing (asperities were 0.5x the length of the skin
scales). Despite the scales having the same length as one
another, the width of the scale limited how many scales
could engage with asperities. The ventral portion of the
polar skin only had one column of scales interacting with
the ground whereas the rectilinear and curvilinear skins had
three or more columns. We infer that the more scales are
in contact with the surface at a time, the higher the
friction force.
The curvilinear lattices produced a much higher lateralcranial friction ratio compared to the rectilinear lattice that
had no explicit design intent for increasing lateral resistance.
The polar lattice, when on the 2x surface with asperities large
enough to engage with, also produced high lateral-cranial
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ratios at high bend angles. Therefore, the curved lattices,
designed to orient the scale tips closer to the ideal vector
for lateral pushing, were successful in increasing lateral
resistance.
As expected, the rectilinear skin had the highest caudalcranial friction ratio (exceeding 5:1) as there were more scales
pointed longitudinally with respect to the surface asperities.
The curved lattices make a trade off to increase lateral friction
by decreasing caudal-cranial anisotropy. Despite decreasing
the number of scales oriented axially for longitudinal pushing,
the curved lattices still marginally exceeded a 1:1 ratio for
caudal-cranial anisotropy. Future work could evaluate how the
number of anchor points (scales in contact with surface
asperities) affects the resulting frictional forces.

3.3 Locomotion
Locomotion experiments were performed at each of the
maximum bend angles achieved by the different skins and
compared to a robot with no skin on all three surfaces. The gait
parameters driving lateral undulation are frequency of
bending, and amplitude of the bend. The frequency was
held constant across all tests. The amplitude was adjusted
for each skin to drive the actuators to the desired bend angle
determined in Figure 3. Motion capture data was collect by the
OptiTrack Prime 13 system (Natural Point Inc.) and used to
calculate the velocity of the robot. The average velocity of the
robot with each skin is shown in Figure 5A.
Based on the locomotion results, we found that the
production of lateral resistance, even to the detriment of the
caudal-cranial frictional anisotropy, proved vital in increasing
velocity. The curvilinear lattices, which had good rotation of
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scales and good geometric stiffness of scales (based on our
tangible and visual observations) performed best. The polar
lattice was not effective on the surfaces with small asperities, so
it performed best on the 2x surface, but still had a maximum
velocity less than that of the curvilinear skins. Maximizing
bend angle maximizes velocity. Despite only bending to 50°,
the curvilinear skin increased the velocity of a robot with no
skin by 530% at it is maximum velocity which occurred on the
1x surface (time-lapse shown in Figure 5B). Comparing to the
rectilinear skin at 30°, both the rectilinear and curvilinear skins
did best on the 2x surface with a 25% increase in velocity of the
curvilinear skin over the rectilinear skin.
Figure 6 shows an Ashby plot comparing the frictional ratios
of the new curved lattice skins, the skin developed previously in
(Branyan et al., 2020), and friction measurements on biological
snakes from the literature (Berthe et al., 2009; Benz et al., 2012;
Abdel-Aal, 2013). This information can be used to select an
appropriate skin for the desired frictional properties. Ideally, any
skin on a limbless robot should employ frictional ratios greater
than 1. If the selected gait is lateral undulation, where lateral
resistance is necessary, targeting larger lateral-cranial ratios is best
based on the experiments performed in this work.

on the ventral portion of the robot to engage with the surface,
thus, increasing its overall locomotion efﬁciency.
In the polar skin, because of the gradient of scale sizes along
the longitudinal axis, a non-uniform curvature emerges. This
shows how kirigami skins can be used to drive not only the
interaction between a robot and its environment, but the
kinematics of the robot itself. Work on using kirigami lattice
patterns to drive the shape of soft inﬂatable bladders has been
recently introduced (Jin et al., 2020). Future work in using
kirigami to drive both the behavior and interaction of soft
actuators could greatly reduce the manufacturing effort on the
soft actuator side. Kirigami skins can be tailored to achieve the
desired kinematics and interaction dynamics necessary to
produce the targeted behavior when wrapped around any soft
inﬂatable bladder. Ultimately, we consider this work as
contributing to the broader design knowledge of body-skinenvironment interactions which will mediate soft robotic
performance in potential applications ranging from medical
implants to warehouse material handling to planetary surface
exploration.
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Lateral friction is crucial for lateral undulation in biological
snakes Hu et al. (2009). However, in existing snake-inspired
robots, other than using wheels, no other mechanism has been
proposed to increase lateral resistance over caudal-cranial
anisotropy. We introduced here a set of curved kirigami skins
that take advantage of the kinematics of bending to orient 3D
structures to produce higher lateral reaction forces when engaged
with surface asperities. Unlike the typical rectilinear grid pattern,
the array of cuts embedded in the curvilinear kirigami skins were
arranged along a curve. By using curved rows, the tips of the scales
were oriented more laterally, such that bending, of the body
would bring the scales further into alignment with the ideal lateral
force vector. The curved design also introduced a gradient of
hinge widths which reduced the overall axial stiffness of the skin,
further facilitating body-bending when wrapped around a soft
bending actuator.
We showed when more scales point laterally (minimizing θ), a
higher lateral reaction force upon contact with an asperity is
achieved. The angle of scale rotation coupled with the size and
geometric stiffness of the scale drives the locomotion
performance. It was found that the curvilinear skins produced
the highest speed, improving the velocity over a robot with no
skin by 530%. Though the curvilinear skins could not produce as
much bending as the polar skin, they accommodated more scales
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Supplementary Material
1

LATTICE GEOMETRY

The definitions of the three lattices are shown in Fig. S1a. Algorithms used to generate the hinge locations
for each lattice can be found below. The rectilinear lattice refers to the typical kirigami lattice structure of a
parallel grid aligning the hinges and profiles with the direction of the applied axial strain. As this is the
standard kirigami pattern, there is no strategy for increasing lateral friction other than the rotation of the
scales with respect to surface asperities inherent upon the bending of the actuator. This lattice is defined
by a lattice length, L, lattice angle, ϕ, and a hinge width, δ. The geometric relationship between these
parameters result in a uniform column width, W = l cos(ϕ/2) and a row height of scales H = l sin(ϕ/2).
The hinge locations can be identified by (x, y) coordinates based on the values of the described parameters.
Since we are comparing this standard kirigami lattice to our newly created lattices, maintaining consistent
parameter values is necessary. The following lattices are built based on these described parameter values.
The polar lattice is defined by polar coordinates rather than rectilinear coordinates. A radius R defines
the shape of the rows which are offset by the same row height H defined by the rectilinear lattice. An
angle, θlattice defines the orientation and spacing of the columns. The hinge locations are defined by the
(R, θlattice ) coordinates. An additional parameter, K, defines a negative y-displacement from the origin
(center, bottom of the lattice pattern shown in Fig S1a). of the polar lattice in which to define the center
point of the radius. This is necessary because as you move axially along the lattice, the columns get closer
together. This parameter K controls the smallest and largest scale size along the length of the lattice.
The lower bound of K is limited by the point at which scales will intersect one another, and the lattice
structure would breakdown. The change in scale size along the skin complicates our implementation
of a soft snake robot as this creates a gradient of stiffness along the longitudinal axis which results in
non-constant curvature. More importantly, the larger the scale, the less stiff it is, so interactions with an
asperity on a surface will be relatively weak as the scale size increases. The specific micro-mechanics of
asperity-scale interaction is beyond the scope of the current work, but opens up intriguing new mechanical
design questions, as detailed in the discussion and conclusion.
The curvilinear lattice is a combination of the rectilinear and polar lattices. To prevent the change in scale
size along the skin as is apparent with the polar lattice, the parallel columns from the rectilinear lattice were
maintained while curved rows from the polar lattice were implemented. The rows of scales are defined by a
radius, R and the columns are defined by the same column width W from the rectilinear lattice. Hinge
locations are defined by the intersection of the radius, with the parallel columns.
As the goal is to maximize lateral friction by orienting the scales as close to lateral as possible, an
additional circumferential translation of the scale tips was implemented on the curvilinear lattice and is
defined by arc angle ζ = 5◦ as shown in Fig. S1b. As the ventral and part of the ventro-lateral portions of
the skin are the only parts in contact with surface asperities, that was the only area of the curvilinear lattice
where additional scale tip circumferential translations were implemented. Performing a circumferential
translation of the scales caused a decrease in hinge width that would lead to the intersection of cuts if
1
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Figure S1: a) Kirigami lattice patterns with broken out unit cell and hinge definitions. b) Additional
circumferential translation parameter used on curvilinear lattice to further push scale tip towards lateral
ideal.

2

Supplementary Material

Figure S2: Plot of raw data collected from drag experiments to determine friction of skins on actuator.

propagated across the entire width of the skin. By keeping the additional circumferential translation of the
scales to high interaction locations, the integrity of the skin is maintained.

2

FRICTION DATA PROCESSING

The drag experiments described in the manuscript resulted in force vs. displacement data. This experimental
data was used to calculate friction in the cranial, caudal, and lateral directions of the skin as it was pulled
across a rough surface. The scales on the skin would engage with an asperity on the surface producing
high reaction forces until a maximum was reached and the scale disengaged from the asperity. This results
in a stick-slip phenomenon. The plot in Fig. S2 shows a sample of the force-displacement data collected
illustrating stick-slip. We took the average over several iterations of stick-slip as a way to estimate dynamic
friction. We then took the average over ten trials for each skin, bend angle, and surface combination.
The caudal friction data was divided by the cranial friction data for each combination to produce the
caudal:cranial friction ratio. The same was done for the lateral friction data to produce the lateral:cranial
ratio.

3

FRICTION RATIO WITH ROBOT WITHOUT SKIN

The plots shown in Fig. S3 provide a comparison of the frictional ratios of the skins designed in this work
with a robot without skin. It is difficult to make a direct comparison because the surface interaction of the
robot without skin is adhesion, which relies on surface area engagement. As seen in the plots, there is no
frictional anisotropy (ratios greater than 1) present in the robot without skin for the caudal-cranial ratio.
The lateral-cranial ratio shows some frictional anisotropy for the lower bend angles because more of the
surface was oriented perpendicular to the drag direction. Due to the effects of adhesion, this increased the
drag force of the robot as it was pulled across the test surface. Biological snakes rely on sliding friction as
their primary surface interaction which is what motivated this work. The skins were designed to remove
any effects from adhesion, and introduce frictional anisotropy present on biological snake skin.

4

ALGORITHMS

The algorithms shown below outline the method for generating the hinge locations for both the unit cell,
and the full lattice, of each lattice type. The values of R and θlattice are used to determine which lattice
Frontiers
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Figure S3: Plots of anisotropic friction ratios including robot without skin

is being used. If R → ∞ that implies that the rows are horizontal lines rather than radii, and therefore
reference the typical rectilinear lattice. Any other value of R can be used to generate one of the curved
lattices. θlattice is then used to determine whether the desired lattice is curvilinear or polar. If θlattice = 0
then that means the columns are vertical as they are in the rectilinear lattice, which then determines that the
desired lattice is curvilinear. Any other value of θlattice can be used to generate the polar lattice.

4.1 Notes for Algorithms 2 and 3
Nested FOR loops, as used for the polar lattice algorithm, can be used for patterning the unit cells for
the other two lattices. We left them broken out here to emphasize how the unit cell is defined. Using the
nested FOR loops simplifies the definition of the Middle Hinges[1](X,Y) as the first (X,Y) pair in the
Middle Hinges array is the center point of the unit cell that then gets translated to make the rest of the
tessellated structure. However, leaving the unit cell as a separate definition helps to show that only the
curvilinear and rectilinear lattices have unit cells whereas the polar lattice does not.
4.2 Notes for Algorithms 3 and 4
The curvilinear lattice is a hybrid of the rectilinear lattice and the polar lattice. That means that the
linear columns from the rectilinear lattice are maintained with curvilinear rows. Because we started with
the rectilinear lattice, we carry over the column and row spacing as defined there (Xof f = 2l cos(ϕ/2)
and Yof f = l sin(ϕ/2)) to compare them directly in use on the robot. However, this is arbitrary. Both the
column and row spacing can be chosen at will. The rectilinear lattice is defined by a lattice width l and
lattice angle ϕ, which then define the column and row spacing. The selection of l and ϕ is arbitrary though.
There is no reason the column and row spacing have to be the same across lattices, that’s just what we did
to make a proper comparison in performance. For those not starting from the rectilinear lattice, using l and
ϕ doesn’t make sense. Instead, Xof f and Yof f values can be defined directly. This is also true for the polar
lattice which departs even further from the original rectilinear lattice strategy.
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Algorithm 1: Hinge Locations for all Lattices
Input: l, ϕ, R, θlattice , M, N, K
Output: (X,Y) Coordinates for the hinge locations for selected lattice
Parameters
l = lattice spacing
ϕ = lattice angle
R = radius
θlattice = angle between columns
M = skin width
N = skin length
K = negative y-displacement from origin for center of radii
Xof f = 2l cos(ϕ/2) : distance between columns
Yof f = l sin(ϕ/2) : distance between rows
(X,Y) Output Arrays
Top Hinges [ ] : array of hinge locations for middle row
Middle Hinges [ ] : array of hinge locations for middle row
Bottom Hinges [ ] : array of hinge locations for middle row
if θlattice = 0 && R → ∞ then
rectilinear lattice(Xof f , Yof f , M, N )
end
if θlattice = 0 then
curv lattice(R, Xof f , Yof f , M, N )
end
else
pol lattice(R, θlattice , Yof f , M, N, K)
end

Algorithm 2: rectilinear lattice (Xof f , Yof f , M, N )
Result: (X,Y) Coordinates for the hinge locations on the rectilinear lattice
Unit Cell Definition
Middle Hinge [ 1 ] = (0 , 0)
Top Hinges [ 1 ] = (Xof f /2, Yof f );
Top Hinges [ 2 ] = (−1 ∗ Xof f /2, Yof f );
Bottom Hinges [ 1 ] = (Xof f /2, −1 ∗ Yof f );
Bottom Hinges [ 2 ] = (−1 ∗ Xof f /2, −1 ∗ Yof f );
Pattern unit cells along width and length of skin
for m = 1:M (rounded to nearest integer) do
for n = 1:N (rounded to nearest integer do
(Middle Hinges [1] X += Xof f ∗ m, Middle Hinges [1] Y += 2Yof f ∗ n) ;
end
end
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Algorithm 3: curv lattice (R, Xof f , Yof f , M, N )
Result: (X,Y) Coordinates for the hinge locations on the curvilinear lattice
Unit Cell Definition
Middle Hinges [ 1 ] = (0 , r)
for i = 1:1/2M / Xof f (rounded to nearest integer)
do
p
2
Middle Hinges Right [i+1] = (Xof f ∗ i, pR − (Xof f ∗ i)2 );
Middle Hinges Left [i+1] = (−Xof f ∗ i, R2 −p(Xof f ∗ i)2 );
Top Hinges Right [i+1] = (Xof f ∗ i − Xof f /2, pR2 − (Xof f ∗ i − Xof f /2)2 + Yof f );
2 − (X
2
Top Hinges Left [i+1] = (−Xof f ∗ i − Xof f /2, Rp
of f ∗ i − Xof f /2) + Yof f ;
Bottom Hinges Right [i+1] = (Xof f ∗ i − Xof f /2, pR2 − (Xof f ∗ i − Xof f /2)2 − Yof f );
Bottom Hinges Left [i+1] = (−Xof f ∗ i − Xof f /2, R2 − (Xof f ∗ i − Xof f /2)2 − Yof f );
end
Middle Hinges = [Middle Hinges Right Middle Hinges Left];
Top Hinges = [Top Hinges Right Top Hinges Left];
Bottom Hinges = [Bottom Hinges Right Bottom Hinges Left];
Pattern unit cells along length of skin
for i = 1:N (rounded to nearest integer) do
(Middle Hinges [1] X, Middle Hinges [1] Y += 2 ∗ Yof f );
end

Algorithm 4: pol lattice (R, θlattice , Yof f , M, N, K)
Result: (X,Y) Coordinates for the hinge locations on the polar lattice
Full lattice pattern generation (unit cell undefinable)
for n = 0:N (round to nearest integer) do
R = R + Yof f ∗ n;
for m = 0:1/2M / R sin θlattice (rounded to nearest integer) do
i = odd numbered m’s;
Middle Hinges Right [m] =
((R − Yof f ) sin(θlattice /2 ∗ i), (R − Yof f ) cos(θlattice /2 ∗ i) − K);
Middle Hinges Left [m] =
((R − Yof f ) sin(−θlattice /2 ∗ i), (R − Yof f ) cos(θlattice /2 ∗ i) − K);
Top Hinges Right [m+1] = (R sin(θlattice ∗ m), R cos(θlattice ∗ m) − K);
Top Hinges Left [m+1] = (R sin(−θlattice ∗ m), R cos(θlattice ∗ m) − K);
Bottom Hinges Right [m+1] =
((R − Yof f ∗ 2) sin(θlattice ∗ m), (R − Yof f ∗ 2) cos(θlattice ∗ m) − K);
Bottom Hinges Left [m+1] =
((R − Yof f ∗ 2) sin(−θlattice ∗ m), (R − Yof f ∗ 2) cos(θlattice ∗ m) − K);
end
end
Middle Hinges = [Middle Hinges Right Middle Hinges Left];
Top Hinges = [Top Hinges Right Top Hinges Left];
Bottom Hinges = [Bottom Hinges Right Bottom Hinges Left];
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